
The application development industry is evolving at a break-neck speed. To survive and thrive in this 
digital era, organizations look to engage customers through user-centric apps that are intelligent and 
ready to take the business in the future. 

However, many organizations struggle to envision their 'App of the Future.' To help them harness the 
power of cloud-native technologies and understand the possibilities, Microsoft and WinWire offer the 
App of the Future workshop. 

App of the Future helps customers achieve specific business outcomes by replacing the existing legacy 
application into a "ready-to-execute" cloud-native app architecture & planning for execution in an 
accelerated timeline. The 5-days workshop will allow us to uncover top business objectives, ideate 
solutions, and create a rapid prototype & architecture design for the cloud-native application on Azure. 

Our Methodology - App of the Future

Our hands-on consulting and envisioning methodology enable organizations to move forward in 
their application development or modernization journey on Azure.
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• Illustrate the solution's essential
  functionality, rapid prototyping, and
  architecture design on Azure.

• Technical review session.

• Feature prioritization, project 
  estimate, and costing

Rapid prototype & architecture design

• Through a collaborative design-led
  workshop approach, we discover, 
  envision the role of a modern 
  cloud-native application

• Design a user-centric approach & 
  define the scope of a pilot engagement

• Review requirements, align stakeholders, 
  and finalize timelines for a pilot

Envisioning workshop



App feature application 
envisioning & functionality based 

on desired business outcomes.

Customized demo to visually 
present what the App could look 

like based on envisioning/ideation.

A solution architecture proposal for 
the app that include details on Azure 

services & Azure cost estimates. 
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Our Application Modernization Approach

Our proven application modernization approach uses data insights and AI-powered automation to 
assess the performance and use of applications. 

Catalog existing 
applications, 

database & systems 
including criteria for 
planning any apps 

for the cloud 

Architect core 
application 

environment and 
define technical 

design

Follow DevOps 
process to 

implement, test 
functionalities and 
deploy in iterative 

manner

User-centered
design and

Technical architecture 
definition

leveraging modern
technologies

Leverage a 
well-defined 

factory model to 
modernize the 

application 
portfolio overtime
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